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The 2004 Equatorial Guinea coup d'état attempt, also known as the
Wonga Coup, failed to replace President Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo
with exiled opposition politician Severo Moto. Mercenaries organised
by mainly British financiers were arrested in Zimbabwe on 7 March 2004
before they could carry out the plot.
2004 Equatorial Guinea coup d'état attempt - Wikipedia
Aber auch alle, die nicht Schreiben und nur Spannung und gutes
Lesevergnügen suchen, kommen in "The Wonga Coup" auf ihre Kosten.
Hinter den täglichen Nachrichten kommen furchtbare Wahrheiten an den
Tag.
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The Wonga Coup: Simon Mann's Plot to Seize Oil Billions in ...
In March 2004 a group led by Nick Du Toit and former SAS member Simon
Mann tried to overthrow the tyrannical Obiang Nguema, president of
Equatorial Guinea. They were working for investors, allegedly
including Mark Thatcher and "J.H. Archer", who wanted to seize control
of Africa's third largest oil producer. Roberts tells how the coup was
set up and abandoned at the last minute, and how the ...
The Wonga Coup: Simon Mann's Plot to Seize Oil Billions in ...
The Wonga Coup: Simon Mann's Plot to Seize Oil Billions in Africa by
Roberts, Adam at AbeBooks.co.uk - ISBN 10: 1861979347 - ISBN 13:
9781861979346 - Profile Books - 2006 - Softcover
9781861979346: The Wonga Coup: Simon Mann's Plot to Seize ...
The Wonga Coup: Guns, Thugs and a Ruthless Determination to Create
Mayhem in an Oil-Rich Corner of Africa had me hooked straight from the
title. Seriously, guns, thugs, and ruthless determination? I’m usually
satisfied if a book provides me with just one, but all three?
The Wonga Coup: Guns, Thugs and a Ruthless Determination ...
The wonga coup, the perfect plot, meticulously planned, audacious and
hugely lucrative, the takeover, no less, of a small country with
massive oil riches. And the perfect leader for the...
An African adventure: Inside story of the wonga coup | The ...
This really takes the biscuit! Her former SAS officer husband Simon
Mann was famously slung into prison for five and a half years
following an alleged ‘Wonga Coup’ in 2004 against President ...
SEBASTIAN SHAKESPEARE: 'Wonga Coup' jailbird Simon Mann's ...
An international operation to rescue Muammar Gaddafi from his besieged
last refuge involved mercenaries who had taken part in the notorious
"Wonga Coup" led by former SAS officer Simon Mann, The...
'Wonga Coup' mercenaries fixed Gaddafi's doomed last ...
The allegations come from the so-called "wonga list", written by one
of those involved, which claims to name the millionaire backers of the
aborted coup. The list, said to have been handed over to...
'Wonga list' reveals alleged backers of coup | UK news ...
A bad end for the Wonga Coup, indeed and for the people of Equatorial
Guinea, who seem to be stuck with the Obiang clan for the indefinite
future. Roberts, a highly experienced reporter, demonstrates his
skills quite aptly in preseniting this complex but buffoonish plot,
interviewing many of the participants and telling an engaging tale.
The Wonga Coup: Guns, Thugs, and a Ruthless Determination ...
The Wonga Coup. Roberts, Adam. 3.67 avg rating • (459 ratings by
Goodreads) Hardcover ISBN 10: 1586483714 ISBN 13: 9781586483715.
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Publisher: PublicAffairs,U.S., 2006. This specific ISBN edition is
currently not available. View all copies of this ISBN edition:
Synopsis; About this title; Equatorial Guinea is a tiny country
roughly the size of the state of Maryland. Humid, jungle covered, and
...
9781586483715: The Wonga Coup - AbeBooks - Roberts, Adam ...
?Equatorial Guinea is a tiny country roughly the size of the state of
Maryland. Humid, jungle covered, and rife with unpleasant diseases,
natives call it Devil Island. Its president in 2004, Obiang Nguema,
had been accused of cannibalism, belief in witchcraft, mass murder,
billion dollar corruption,…
?The Wonga Coup in Apple Books
Adam Roberts's The Wonga Coup is the best account so far of the failed
coup involving Mark Thatcher, says Dominick Donald Buy The Wonga Coup
at the Guardian bookshop D o m i n i c k D o n a l d Fri...
Cloud coup-coup land | Books | The Guardian
The Wonga Coup apes a potboiler work of fiction of 30 years before,
Frederick Forsyth’s The Dogs of War, which itself describes a violent
overthrow in Equatorial Guinea. Down to the...
A misjudged mercenary operation | Financial Times
At The Races – Digital partner to Sky Sports Racing. Get horse racing
news, video replays, racecards, results, form, tips, features and odds
comparison.
The Wonga Coup | At The Races
With a cast of characters worthy of a remake of Wild Geese and a plot
as mazy as it was unlikely, The Wonga Coup is a tale of venality,
overarching vanity and greed whose example speaks to the problems of
the entire African continent.
The Wonga Coup eBook by Adam Roberts - 9781586485320 ...
In his book The Wonga Coup (2006), Adam Roberts portrayed Morgan as an
enigmatic and ambivalent individual; both a keen participant in the
plot and yet also an agent for the South African...
Nigel ‘Nosher’ Morgan, adventurer who was embroiled in the ...
?In March 2004 a group led by Nick Du Toit and former SAS member Simon
Mann tried to overthrow the tyrannical Obiang Nguema, president of
Equatorial Guinea. They were working for investors, allegedly
including Mark Thatcher and "J.H. Archer", who wanted to seize control
of Africa's third…
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